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Chinese shoppers : where next?

 
By FORREST  CARDAMENIS

Chinese residents will make 90 million outbound trips in 2020, with that number increasing by an additional 36
million over the following decade, according to a report by Euromonitor.

As reported in "How to Target Chinese Shoppers Abroad," outbound trips have increased on average by an
impressive 13 percent since 2000, helping China overtake Japan as the second largest consumer market in 2011. With
the significance and size of the Chinese tourist market only projected to swell, brands will need to develop a more
nuanced understanding of the market in order to reach consumers.

"In the future, we think there is a growing trend that Chinese tourists from top-tier cities who have rich experiences
with outbound travelling are more willing to explore emerging destinations such as South America," said Lulu Wang,
research associate at Euromonitor International, Shanghai. "Meanwhile, tourists from relatively lower-tier cities
might be the major fonder of current popular destinations, such as South Korea and Japan.

"It is  suggested that international brands could make their efforts inside China such as advertisings on TV
commercials, online videos and social media campaigns because many Chinese tourists plan their itineraries and
shopping lists before departures," she said.

Where next?
On the most immediate level, stores will need to ensure that they have staff that are able to communicate in
Mandarin and systems that will accept China UnionPay credit cards. Chinese New Year and its Golden Week,
Single's Day and the National Day Golden Week in October should also be on a brand's radar, as they are all periods
of increased travel.

China's growth over the past decades, along with the increasing value of the yuaneven in spite of recent fallsand the
ease of booking travel online have helped create a giant middle class eager to see the world with materialist
leanings. The world has taken notice, adjusting visa and tourism policies to make it easier for Chinese consumers to
enter, and China has since overtaken the United States in spending the most country on trips abroad, with shopping
being the top priority for tourists.
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Value retail China

Although Hong Kong and Macau are the most popular destinations, locals have protested mainlander's benefitting
from VAT discounts, and the government has taken notice of the prevalence of gambling in Macau, driving tourists
to other parts of Asia and to the west. Thailand's political instability and the threat of MERS in South Korea have also
stunted growth, but brands should be monitoring these situations closely, as changes could result in shifts in the
flow of outbound expenditure.

Luxury products are particularly high on the list of wants for Chinese consumers given the price differentials. This
suggests that carefully tracking and anticipating currency fluctuations could help brands prepare for incoming
tourists.

Cartier's Chinese ecommerce site

Political instability aside, this is particularly true in Thailand, where Chinese tourism accounts for 9 percent of the
country's GDP, with luxury items being particularly popular buys because lower taxes result in prices being 10 to 20
percent lower. The development of South and Southeast Asian countries has some brands entering these new
markets, but in doing so they must be aware of the broader dynamics and travel habits.

Furthermore, the development of a Thailand-China railway, due for completion in 2020, will help the country remain
a top destination.

However, the long-term promises a different picture. Younger millennials and Generation Z consumers are likely to
shift away from the materialism of their parents and embrace experiences and other immaterial offerings.
Euromonitor finds that brands with conspicuous logos and those that have flooded the country are particularly
unappealing to these consumers.

Chinese tourists at a Louis Vuitton boutique
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Paradoxically, then, the value-oriented older Chinese consumer and the "logo fatigued" younger ones may be better
served by limiting presence in China. Higher prices in the country help drive perception of value on a purchase
when traveling, and eschewing a local presence will help keep a brand exclusive and desirable.

Whether or not the appeal to exclusivity outweighs the potential for more customers is similar to an ongoing trend in
retail, where mass discounting appeals to aspirationals but could hurt brands in the long run. Louis Vuitton, for its
part, has found a way to do both, having an invitation-only floor and private residence within its Shanghai shop.

Despite the strong dollar, the U.S. will also continue to see a growing number of tourists. Brands that have not
prioritized hiring Mandarin-speaking staff or soliciting support on Chinese holidays must follow suit, and the
emphasis on exclusivity particularly among younger consumers should be accounted for, perhaps by withholding
particular products from stores in China, as should outreach on popular Chinese apps and social networks.

Michael Kors WeChat

France has also emerged as a particularly popular spot for tourists, with the weakened euro suggesting impending
growth. France is a known luxury haven, so brands operating there should make things easy for tourists.

By way of example, Printemps and Galleries Lafayette have Web sites in Chinese and Chinese-speaking personal
shoppers; both also accept China UnionPay cards, as do Herms, Cartier and many upscale hotels. Those that do not
will inevitably lose business to competitors more willing to accommodate the needs of foreign customers.

Looking ahead

Euromonitor's survey showed that twice as many consumers plan on increasing spend on travel in the coming years
than decreasing, and the number of households with disposable income of at least $35,000, the threshold for
international travel, will jump from 34 million to 121 million by 2030.

However, the tactics that may work to persuade Chinese consumers today may not be so effective tomorrow.

In a reversal of the more materialistic tendencies of their parents, almost 95 percent of Chinese Generation Z
consumers say it is  essential for brands to be sustainable and environmentally conscious, according to a report by
RTG Consulting.

The continued growth of China over the next several years will ensure that its consumers remain prime targets for
brands for the foreseeable future, as even a slowed China exceeds the growth rate of western nations. As a result,
brands will need to make a connection to this group, the first born in a fully modern China, in the interest of long-
term success (see story).

Another future change of note is China's efforts to improve infrastructure to benefit tier two and tier three cities.
Initially this will boost intra-Asia travel, but in the long-term it means that tourists could come from smaller cities in
China where consumers have less exposure to English, making multilingual staff even more important.
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Four Seasons Chinese app

Hoteliers should be aware that although lodging is currently a low priority, with middle-class shoppers preferring to
spend their money on goods and large tour groups making up a notable share of international travel, this will not
always be the case. As consumers become accustomed to international travel, they will feel more confident doing it
in smaller groups, as couples or alone, thus opening up the market for high-end hotels.

In addition, it is  not enough to simply understand the travel patterns of the demographic. Brands must learn what is
expected of them besides lower costs.

"While the lower price of luxury goods is certainly a driver for Chinese consumption abroad, brands must
understand and anticipate the motivations that lie underneath the surface of purchasing.

Albatross Global Solutions' "Chinese Travelers and the Luxury Shopping Experience" survey aims to move away
from what the industry already knows the spending power and growing importance of Chinese consumers abroad
to focus on shoppers' desires, behavior and expectations. While Chinese consumers make up one-third of global
luxury purchases and purchase two-thirds of items outside of China, what truly drives the changing preferences of
this demographic (see story)?
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